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FIELD ALGEBRAS
BOJKO BAKALOV AND VICTOR G. KAC
Dedicated to Ernest Borisovich Vinberg on the occasion of his 65th birthday.
Abstract. A field algebra is a “non-commutative” generalization of a vertex
algebra. In this paper we develop foundations of the theory of field algebras.
0. Introduction
Roughly speaking, the notion of a vertex algebra [B1] is a generalization of
the notion of a unital commutative associative algebra where the multiplication
depends on a parameter. (In fact, in [B2] vertex algebras are described as “singular”
commutative associative rings in a certain category.) More precisely, an operator
of left multiplication on a vertex algebra V by an element a ∈ V is a field Y (a, z) =∑
n∈Z a(n)z
−n−1, where a(n) ∈ EndV , and one requires that Y (a, z)b is a Laurent
series in z for any two elements a, b ∈ V . The role of a unit element of an algebra
is played in this context by a vacuum vector |0〉 ∈ V , satisfying
(vacuum axioms) Y (|0〉, z) = IV , Y (a, z)|0〉 = e
zTa,
where IV ∈ EndV is the identity operator and T ∈ EndV . A linear map a 7→
Y (a, z) of a vector space V with a vacuum vector |0〉 to the space of EndV -valued
fields satisfying
(translation invariance) [T, Y (a, z)] = Y (Ta, z) = ∂zY (a, z),
is called a state–field correspondence. This notion is an analogue of a unital algebra.
For example, if V is an ordinary algebra with a unit element |0〉 and T is a
derivation of V , then the formula
Y (a, z)b = (ezTa)b, a, b ∈ V(0.1)
defines a state–field correspondence (and it is easy to show that all of them with
the property that Y (a, z) is a formal power series in z, are thus obtained).
Furthermore, the associativity property of the algebra V is equivalent to the
following property of the state–field correspondence (0.1):
Y (Y (a, z)b,−w)c = Y (a, z − w)Y (b,−w)c , a, b, c ∈ V ,(0.2)
and the commutativity property of V is equivalent to:
Y (a, z)b = ezT
(
Y (b,−z)a
)
, a, b ∈ V .(0.3)
It turns out that for a general vertex algebra V identity (0.2) holds only after
one multiplies both sides by (z − w)N where N is sufficiently large (depending on
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a, b, c):
(z − w)NY (Y (a, z)b,−w)c = (z − w)NY (a, z − w)Y (b,−w)c, N ≫ 0 .(0.4)
One of the equivalent definitions of a vertex algebra is that it is a state–field corre-
spondence satisfying (0.3) and (0.4) (see Theorem 6.3).
A field algebra is a state–field correspondence satisfying only the associativity
property (0.4). We believe that this is the right analogue of a unital associative
algebra. In the present paper we are making the first steps towards a general theory
of field algebras.
The trivial examples of field algebras are provided by state–field correspondences
(0.1): this is a field algebra if and only if the underlying algebra V is associative.
The simplest examples of non-trivial field algebras are tensor products of field
algebras (0.1) with vertex algebras. A special case of this is the algebra of matrices
with entries in a vertex algebra. Other examples are provided by a smash product
of a vertex algebra and a group of its automorphisms. Thus, many important ring-
theoretic constructions with vertex algebras become possible in the framework of
field algebras.
One of our main results is the construction of a canonical structure of a field
algebra in a tensor algebra T (R) over a Lie (even Leibniz) conformal algebra R
(Theorem 5.1). Imposing relation (0.3) on T (R) gives the enveloping vertex algebra
U(R) of R (cf. [K, GMS]).
We also establish the field algebra analogues of the density and duality theorems
in the representation theory of associative algebras (see Theorems 8.5 and 8.6) and
discuss the Zhu algebra construction [Z] in the framework of field algebras.
Note that the “field algebras” considered in [K, Sec. 4.11] are defined by a
stronger than associativity axiom; we call them strong field algebras in the present
paper. Surprisingly, it turns out that they are almost the same as vertex algebras
(see Theorem 7.4), although the “trivial” field algebras (0.1) are automatically
strong field algebras. In the present paper the results of [K, Sec. 4.11] on field
algebras are corrected.
The first examples of non-trivial field algebras (i.e., different from (0.1)) that
are not vertex algebras were constructed in [EK]. The “quantum vertex algebras”
of [EK] are field algebras satisfying in addition a certain “braided commutativity”
generalizing (0.3). The relation of the present work to the paper [EK], and also to
[B2] and [FR], will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
1. State–Field Correspondence
Let V be a vector space (referred to as the space of states). Recall that a
(End V -valued) field is an expression of the form
a(z) =
∑
n∈Z
a(n)z
−n−1 ,
where z is an indeterminate, a(n) ∈ EndV , and for each v ∈ V one has:
a(n)v = 0 for n≫ 0 ,
i.e., a(z)v is a Laurent series in z.
Denote by gℓf (V ) the space of all EndV -valued fields. For each n ∈ Z one
defines the n-th product of fields a(z) and b(z) by the following formula:
a(z)(n)b(z) = Resx
(
a(x)b(z)ix,z(x− z)
n − b(z)a(x)iz,x(x− z)
n
)
.(1.1)
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Here ix,z (respectively iz,x) stands for the expansion in the domain |x| > |z| (re-
spectively |z| > |x|):
ix,z(x− z)
n =
∞∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
xn−j(−z)j,
while
iz,x(x− z)
n =
∞∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
xj(−z)n−j.
It is easy to see that the space of fields gℓf (V ) is closed under all n-th products
and also under the derivation by the indeterminate.
Recall that
δ(x− z) = (ix,z − iz,x)(x − z)
−1 =
∑
j∈Z
xjz−j−1(1.2)
is the formal delta-function, characterized by the property:
Resx a(x)δ(x − z) = a(z) for a(x) ∈ gℓf (V ).
Formula (1.1) is equivalent to the following two formulas for n ∈ Z+:
a(z)(n)b(z) = Resx [a(x), b(z)](x− z)
n ,
a(z)(−n−1)b(z) = : ∂
n
z a(z) b(z) :/n! .
Here : : stands for the normal ordered product of fields defined by
: a(z)b(z) : = a(z)+b(z) + b(z)a(z)− ,(1.3)
where
a(z)+ =
∑
j≤−1
a(j)z
−j−1 , a(z)− =
∑
j≥0
a(j)z
−j−1 .
Definition 1.1. Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space, i.e., a vector space V with
a fixed non-zero vector |0〉 ∈ V , which will be referred to as the vacuum vector. A
state–field correspondence is a linear map
Y : V → gℓf (V ), a 7→ Y (a, z) =
∑
n∈Z
a(n)z
−n−1,
such that following axioms hold:
(vacuum axioms) Y (|0〉, z) = IV , Y (a, z)|0〉 = a+ T (a)z + · · · ∈ V [[z]],
where IV ∈ EndV is the identity operator, T ∈ EndV ,
(translation invariance) [T, Y (a, z)] = Y (Ta, z) = ∂zY (a, z).
The linear operator T on V is called the translation operator.
Example 1.2. Let V be a unital algebra with a unit element |0〉, and let T be a
derivation of V . Then
Y (a, z)b = (ezTa)b, a, b ∈ V ,
is a state–field correspondence. In fact, all state–field correspondences for which
the fields Y (a, z) are formal power series in z are obtained in this way. We will call
such a state–field correspondence trivial.
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Example 1.3. Given two state–field correspondences (Vi, |0〉i, Yi), i = 1, 2, one
defines their tensor product (V = V1⊗V2, |0〉 = |0〉1⊗|0〉2, Y ), where Y (a1⊗a2, z) =
Y (a1, z) ⊗ Y (a2, z). This is again a state–field correspondence, the translation
operator being T = T1 ⊗ I + I ⊗ T2.
Example 1.4. A special case of Example 1.3 is the tensor product of a state–field
correspondence (V, |0〉, Y ) and a unital algebra (A, 1), which is viewed as a trivial
state–field correspondence with T = 0. In particular, the space MatN (V ) of N by
N matrices with entries in V has a structure of a state–field correspondence.
Example 1.5. A generalization of Example 1.4 is the smash product V ♯Γ, where
Γ is a group of automorphisms of the state–field correspondence (V, |0〉, Y ). We
define the space of states to be V ⊗ C[Γ], the vacuum vector to be |0〉 ⊗ 1, and let
Y (a⊗ g, z)(b⊗ h) = Y (a, z)(gb)⊗ gh , a, b ∈ V, g, h ∈ Γ .
When Γ is finite, one has the following very useful formula (cf. [MS]):
V Γ ≃ {e(−1)(v(−1)e) | v ∈ V ♯Γ} ⊂ V ♯Γ , where e =
1
|Γ|
∑
g∈Γ
|0〉 ⊗ g .(1.4)
Here V Γ = {a ∈ V | ga = a for all g ∈ Γ} denotes the subalgebra of invariants of Γ
in V . The isomorphism (1.4) is given by a 7→ 1|Γ|
∑
g∈Γ a⊗ g for a ∈ V
Γ.
One defines in the obvious way the notions of subalgebras, ideals and homo-
morphisms of state–field correspondences. For example, a subalgebra of a state–
field correspondence (V, |0〉, Y ) is a subspace U of V containing |0〉 and such that
a(n)b ∈ U for all n ∈ Z if a, b ∈ U . A left ideal is a T -invariant subspace I of V
such that a(n)b ∈ I for all n ∈ Z if a ∈ V , b ∈ I. If I is a two-sided ideal of V , there
is a natural state–field correspondence with a space of states V/I.
Proposition 1.6. In terms of Fourier coefficients a(n) of Y , the definition of a
state–field correspondence can be reformulated as follows:
(local finiteness) a(N)b = 0 for a, b ∈ V , N ≫ 0,
(weak vacuum axiom) a(−1)|0〉 = |0〉(−1)a = a,
(translation invariance) [T, a(n)] = (Ta)(n) = −na(n−1) for n ∈ Z, a ∈ V .
Proof. We have to check that |0〉(n)a = 0 for n 6= −1, Ta = a(−2)|0〉, and a(n)|0〉 = 0
for n ≥ 0, a ∈ V . First, Ta = (Ta)(−1)|0〉 = a(−2)|0〉. Next, we have T |0〉 =
T (|0〉(−1)|0〉) = 2T |0〉, hence T |0〉 = 0. Then for every n 6= 0, (T |0〉)(n) =
−n|0〉(n−1) shows that |0〉(n−1) = 0. Similarly, T (a(n)|0〉) = −na(n−1)|0〉 implies
a(n)|0〉 = 0 for n ≥ 0, because a(N)|0〉 = 0 for N ≫ 0.
Proposition 1.7. Any state–field correspondence Y has the following properties:
(a) Y (a, z)|0〉 = ezTa,
(b) ewTY (a, z)e−wT = Y (ewTa, z) = iz,wY (a, z + w),
(c) (Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z))|0〉 = Y (a(n)b, z)|0〉.
Proof. See [K, Proposition 4.1].
Proposition 1.8. Given a state–field correspondence Y , define
Y op(a, z)b = ezTY (b,−z)a.(1.5)
Then Y op is also a state–field correspondence, and (Y op)op = Y .
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Proof. Straightforward.
Definition 1.9. The state–field correspondence Y op defined by (1.5) is called the
opposite to Y .
At the end of this section, we study the notion of grading for state–field corre-
spondences.
Definition 1.10. A state–field correspondence Y on a pointed vector space (V, |0〉)
is called graded if there is a diagonalizable operator H ∈ EndV satisfying
[H,Y (a, z)] = Y (Ha, z) + z∂zY (a, z) , a ∈ V .(1.6)
It is called Z+-graded if all eigenvalues ofH are non-negative integers. The operator
H is called a Hamiltonian of V .
For a homogeneous element a ∈ V , we denote its degree by ∆a: Ha = ∆aa. In
terms of modes, equation (1.6) is equivalent to:
[H, a(n)] = (∆a − 1− n)a(n) , a ∈ V, Ha = ∆aa, n ∈ Z .(1.7)
This implies that for homogeneous a, b ∈ V one has:
∆a(n)b = ∆a +∆b − n− 1 , n ∈ Z .(1.8)
One can easily show that H |0〉 = 0 and [H,T ] = T . The latter is equivalent
to: ∆Ta = ∆a + 1 for homogeneous a ∈ V (and is a special case of (1.8) since
Ta = a−2|0〉).
Proposition 1.11. If Y is a graded state–field correspondence, then its opposite
Y op is also graded, with the same Hamiltonian H.
Proof. Easy exercise, using (1.5), (1.6) and HezT = ezT (H + zT ).
Remark 1.12. A field φ(z) ∈ gℓf (V ) is said to have conformal dimension ∆ if
[H,φ(z)] = (∆ + z∂z)φ(z) .
Then for each homogeneous a ∈ V , Y (a, z) is a field of conformal dimension ∆a
(see (1.6)).
Let φ(z), φ′(z) ∈ gℓf (V ) be two fields of conformal dimensions ∆ and ∆′, re-
spectively. Then ∂zφ(z) has conformal dimension ∆ + 1, and for each n ∈ Z, the
n-th product φ(z)(n)φ
′(z) has conformal dimension ∆ +∆′ − n− 1.
If Y is a Z+-graded state–field correspondence, we may shift subscripts as follows:
an = a(n+∆a−1) , a(n) = an−∆a+1 if Ha = ∆aa ,(1.9)
so that
[H, an] = −n an , a ∈ V, n ∈ Z .(1.10)
It is easy to see that:
((T +H)a)0 = 0 for all a ∈ V .(1.11)
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2. Locality
A pair of fields a(z), b(z) ∈ gℓf (V ) is called local if
(z − w)N [a(z), b(w)] = 0 for N ≫ 0.
It is called local on v ∈ V if
(z − w)N [a(z), b(w)] v = 0 for N ≫ 0.
Proposition 2.1. A pair of fields (a(z), b(z)) is local if and only if
[a(z), b(w)] =
∑
j≥0
finite
(
a(w)(j)b(w)
)
∂jwδ(z − w)/j! .
It is local on v iff
[a(z), b(w)] v =
∑
j≥0
finite
(
a(w)(j)b(w)
)
v ∂jwδ(z − w)/j! .
Proof. Follows from [K, Corollary 2.2].
A pair of fields (a(z), b(z)) is called weakly local if
Resz(z − w)
N [a(z), b(w)] = 0 for N ≫ 0.
Note that the weak locality of the pair (a(z), b(z)) means that a(z)(N)b(z) = 0 for
N ≫ 0.
Remark 2.2. If a pair of fields (a(z), b(z)) is local, then the pair (b(z), a(z)) is also
local. However, the weak locality of a pair (a, b) does not imply the weak locality
of the pair (b, a). Indeed, let a(z) be the free boson, so that [a(m), a(n)] = mδm,−n,
and take b(z) = a(1)z
−1. Then [a(z), b(w)] = −w−1; therefore, a(z)(n)b(z) = 0,
b(z)(n)a(z) = (−z)
n for all n ≥ 0.
A collection of fields is called local (respectively local on v ∈ V , respectively
weakly local) if each pair of fields from this collection is local (respectively local on
v ∈ V , respectively weakly local).
A state–field correspondence Y is called local (respectively weakly local) if the
collection of fields {Y (a, z)}a∈V is local (respectively weakly local).
Example 2.3. Let U be a vector space and let V ⊂ gℓf (U) be a weakly local space
of EndU -valued fields in the variable x. Let |0〉 = IU ∈ V . Then the following
formula defines a state–field correspondence:
Y (a(x), z)b(x) =
∑
n∈Z
a(x)(n)b(x) z
−n−1 , a(x), b(x) ∈ V,
the translation operator being T = ∂x.
The following proposition generalizes the Uniqueness theorem from [K, Sec. 4.4].
Proposition 2.4. Let Y be a state–field correspondence on a pointed vector space
(V, |0〉). Let Bi(z) ∈ gℓf (V ), i = 1, 2, be such that
(i) B1(z)|0〉 = B2(z)|0〉,
(ii) all pairs (Y (a, z), Bi(z)) are local on |0〉.
Then B1(z) = B2(z).
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Proof. Let B(z) = B1(z) − B2(z). Then B(z)|0〉 = 0 and all pairs (Y (a, z), B(z))
are local on |0〉. We have (z−w)N [B(z), Y (a, w)]|0〉 = 0, so (z−w)NB(z)Y (a, w)|0〉
= 0 for N ≫ 0. Using Proposition 1.7a, we get (z − w)NB(z)ewTa = 0. Letting
w = 0, we obtain B(z)a = 0, a ∈ V .
The following is a generalization of Dong’s lemma (see [K, Lemma 3.2]).
Lemma 2.5. Let a, b, c ∈ gℓf (V ) be three fields.
(a) If the pair (a, b) is weakly local and the pairs (a, c), (b, c) are local, then
(a(n)b, c) is local for any n ∈ Z.
(b) If the pairs (a, b) and (a, c) are weakly local and the pair (b, c) is local, then
(a(n)b, c) is local for any n ≥ 0.
(c) If the pairs (a, b), (a, c), (b, c) are weakly local, then (a(n)b, c) is weakly local
for any n ≥ 0.
(d) If the pairs (a, b), (a, c), (b, c) are weakly local, then (a, b(n)c) is weakly local
for any n ∈ Z.
Proof. Same as in [K, Sec. 3.2].
Remark 2.6. In general, it is not true that if all pairs (a, b), (a, c), (b, c) are weakly
local, then (a(−1)b, c) is weakly local as well. For example, let a(z) be the free boson
(see Remark 2.2), and take b(z) = a(z), c(z) = a(z)+. Then [a(z)−, a(w)+] =
iz,w(z − w)
−2 and [a(z)+, a(w)+] = 0; hence (a, a) and (a, a+) are weakly local.
We have: [:a(z)2 :, a(w)+] = [a(z)+a(z) + a(z)a(z)−, a(w)+] = 2a(z) iz,w(z−w)
−2,
which shows that the pair (: a2 :, a+) is not weakly local.
Lemma 2.7. Let X and Y be two state–field correspondences on a pointed vector
space (V, |0〉), and let a, b, c ∈ V be such that
(i) (Y (a, z), Y (b, z)) is a weakly local pair,
(ii) the pair (Y (a, z), X(c, z)) (respectively, (Y (b, z), X(c, z))) is local on |0〉 and
b (respectively, on |0〉 and a).
Then the pair (Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z), X(c, z)) is local on the vacuum vector for all n ∈ Z.
Proof. Let us write a(z) = Y (a, z), b(z) = Y (b, z), c(z) = X(c, z) for short. By the
(weak) locality, there exists a number N ≥ 0 such that for all r ≥ N :
Resz1(z1 − z2)
r[a(z1), b(z2)] = 0,
(z1 − z3)
r[a(z1), c(z3)] v = 0, v = |0〉 or b ,
(z2 − z3)
r[b(z2), c(z3)] v = 0, v = |0〉 or a .
Let us apply the differential operator e−z2(∂z1+∂z3 ) to the left-hand side of the
second equation for v = b. By Taylor’s formula, the result is:
(z1 − z3)
riz1,z2iz3,z2 [a(z1 − z2), c(z3 − z2)] b .
Using Proposition 1.7, this is equal to:
(z1 − z3)
r[e−z2Ta(z1)e
z2T , e−z2T c(z3)e
z2T ] b
=(z1 − z3)
re−z2T [a(z1), c(z3)] e
z2T b
=(z1 − z3)
re−z2T [a(z1), c(z3)] b(z2)|0〉 .
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Applying ez2T to this, we obtain:
(z1 − z3)
r[a(z1), c(z3)] b(z2)|0〉 = 0, r ≥ N.
Similarly, we have:
(z2 − z3)
r[b(z2), c(z3)] a(z1)|0〉 = 0, r ≥ N.
The rest of the proof is as in [K, Lemma 3.2].
In the proof of Lemma 2.7, we proved the following result which will be needed
later.
Lemma 2.8. Let X and Y be two state–field correspondences, and let a, b, c ∈ V
be such that
(z − w)N [Y (a, z), X(c, z)] b = 0
for some N ≥ 0. Then
(z − w)N [Y (a, z), X(c, z)]Tb = 0 .
Proposition 2.9. Let X and Y be two state–field correspondences for (V, |0〉), such
that
(i) Y is weakly local,
(ii) all pairs (Y (a, z), X(b, z)) are local on any v ∈ V .
Then Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) = Y (a(n)b, z) for all n ∈ Z, a, b ∈ V .
Proof. Let B1(z) = Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z), B2(z) = Y (a(n)b, z). Due to Proposition 1.7c,
the fields Bi(z) satisfy condition (i) of Proposition 2.4. Due to Lemma 2.7, condi-
tion (ii) of Proposition 2.4 is satisfied as well. Hence B1(z) = B2(z).
Proposition 2.10. Let X and Y be two state–field correspondences. Then all pairs
(Y (a, z), X(b, z)) are local on the vacuum vector if and only if X = Y op.
Proof. Assume that (z − w)NY (a, z)X(b, w)|0〉 = (z − w)NX(b, w)Y (a, z)|0〉 for
N ≫ 0. Using Proposition 1.7, this is equivalent to: (z−w)NewT iz,wY (a, z−w)b =
(z − w)NezT iw,zX(b, w − z)a. For a sufficiently large N , both sides contain only
non-negative powers of z − w, and hence only non-negative powers of z and w.
Putting z = 0, we obtain X(b, w)a = ewTY (a,−w)b.
Conversely, ifX = Y op, the above calculations show that [Y (a, z), X(b, w)]|0〉 = 0
for all a, b ∈ V .
3. Field Algebras
Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space and let Y be a state–field correspondence.
We say that Y satisfies the n-th product axiom if for all a, b ∈ V and n ∈ Z
Y (a(n)b, z) = Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) .(3.1)
We say that Y satisfies the associativity axiom if for all a, b, c ∈ V
(z − w)NY (Y (a, z)b,−w)c = (z − w)N iz,wY (a, z − w)Y (b,−w)c, N ≫ 0 .
(3.2)
Proposition 3.1. Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space and let Y be a state–field
correspondence. Then:
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(a) Y satisfies the n-th product axiom (3.1) iff for all a, b ∈ V
[Y (a, z), Y op(b, w)] =
∑
j≥0
finite
Y op(a(j)b, w) ∂
j
wδ(z − w)/j! ,(3.3)
where Y (a, z) =
∑
j∈Z a(j)z
−j−1 and Y op is the opposite to Y (see (1.5)).
(b) Y satisfies the associativity axiom (3.2) iff all pairs (Y (a, z), Y op(b, z)) are
local on each v ∈ V . In particular, the n-th product axiom implies the asso-
ciativity axiom.
Proof. Assume that Y satisfies the n-th product axiom. Replace z with −w in (3.1),
multiply both sides by z−n−1, and sum over n ∈ Z. Then after some manipulation,
we get:
Y (Y (a, z)b,−w)c
= iz,wY (a, z − w)Y (b,−w)c− Y (b,−w)
∑
j≥0
(a(j)c) ∂
j
wδ(z − w)/j! .
(3.4)
After applying ewT to both sides, the left-hand side becomes Y op(c, w)Y (a, z)b.
The first term in the right-hand side becomes (using Proposition 1.7):
iz,we
wTY (a, z − w)Y (b,−w)c = Y (a, z)ewTY (b,−w)c = Y (a, z)Y op(c, w)b,
while the second term becomes:∑
j≥0
Y op(a(j)c, w)b ∂
j
wδ(z − w)/j! .
Therefore (3.4) is equivalent to (3.3) (with b replaced with c). Since (3.4) is the
generating function of all n-th products, we get statement (a).
Notice that, by the above argument, the locality of the pair (Y (a, z), Y op(c, z))
on b is equivalent to the associativity property (3.2). This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.2. Let Y be a state–field correspondence for (V, |0〉). Then for three
elements a, b, c ∈ V , the collection of identities
Y (a(n)b, z)c =
(
Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z)
)
c, n ∈ Z(3.5)
implies the locality of the pair (Y (a, z), Y op(c, z)) on b, which in turn is equivalent
to the associativity property (3.2). If (3.5) holds for fixed a, c and all b ∈ V , then
the pair (Y (a, z), Y op(c, z)) is local.
Definition 3.3. Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space. A field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is
a state–field correspondence Y for (V, |0〉) satisfying the associativity axiom (3.2).
A strong field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is a state–field correspondence Y satisfying the
n-th product axiom (3.1).
Note that, by Proposition 3.1b, any strong field algebra is a field algebra.
Example 3.4. Let V be an associative algebra with a unit element |0〉 and let T
be a derivation of V . Let Y (a, z)b = (ezT a)b. Then (V, |0〉, Y ) is a strong field
algebra. All field algebras for which all Y (a, z) are formal power series in z are
obtained in this way. We call such field algebras trivial.
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Example 3.5. The tensor product of two field algebras (cf. Example 1.3) is again
a field algebra. However, the tensor product of two strong field algebras is not
necessarily a strong field algebra. For example, the tensor product of a non-trivial
strong field algebra and a trivial field algebra (see Example 3.4), where the under-
lying associative algebra is non-commutative, is not a strong field algebra.
Example 3.6. The smash product of a field algebra V and a group Γ of its auto-
morphisms (see Example 1.5) is a field algebra. It is not a strong field algebra if V
is non-trivial and the action of Γ on V is non-trivial.
Theorem 3.7. (a) A field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is the same as a state–field corre-
spondence Y for (V, |0〉) such that there exists a state–field correspondence X
for (V, |0〉), having the property that all pairs (Y (a, z), X(b, z)) are local on
each v ∈ V . In this case X = Y op.
(b) A strong field algebra is the same as a field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) for which the
state–field correspondence Y is weakly local.
Proof. (a) Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a field algebra. Then, by Proposition 3.1b, Y op is local
with Y on each v ∈ V .
Conversely, let X be a state–field correspondence which is local with Y on every
vector. In particular, it is local on the vacuum. Then, Proposition 2.10 implies
that X = Y op, and again by Proposition 3.1b, (V, |0〉, Y ) is a field algebra.
(b) If (V, |0〉, Y ) is a strong field algebra, then it is also a field algebra. The weak
locality of Y follows from (3.1), because a(n)b = 0 for n≫ 0.
Conversely, if (V, |0〉, Y ) is a field algebra with a weakly local Y , the n-th product
axiom (3.1) follows from part (a) and Proposition 2.9.
Remark 3.8. If (V, |0〉, Y ) is a field algebra, then (V, |0〉, Y op) is also a field algebra,
called the opposite field algebra.
Corollary 3.9. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a strong field algebra. Then for all a, b ∈ V the
pair (Y (a, z), Y op(b, z)) is local and
Y (a, z)(n)Y
op(b, z) = Y op(a(n)b, z), n ≥ 0.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1a.
Proposition 3.10. A strong field algebra is a vector space V with a given vector
|0〉 and a linear map Y : V → gℓf (V ), a 7→ Y (a, z) =
∑
n∈Z a(n)z
−n−1, satisfying
for all n ∈ Z, a, b ∈ V the n-th product axiom (3.1) and the weak vacuum axioms
|0〉(n)a = δn,−1a, a(−1)|0〉 = a .(3.6)
Proof. The only thing that has to be checked is that such a map Y is a state–field
correspondence. Let Ta = a(−2)|0〉. Letting b = |0〉 in n-th product axioms for
n ≥ 1, we see that the vacuum axioms hold. Notice that, taking coefficient of
w−k−1, the n-th product axiom gives the following relation:
(a(n)b)(k)c =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
)(
a(n−j)(b(k+j)c)− (−1)
nb(n+k−j)(a(j)c)
)
.(3.7)
Letting k = −2 and c = |0〉 in (3.7) gives [T, a(n)] = −n a(n−1). Letting n = −2
and b = |0〉 in (3.7), we get (Ta)(k) = −k a(k−1). Therefore, Y is a state–field
correspondence.
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Definition 3.11. A (strong) field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is called graded, respectively
Z+-graded, if the state–field correspondence Y is (see Definition 1.10).
Remark 3.12. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a Z+-graded strong field algebra, and let a, b, c ∈ V
be homogeneous elements. Then Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) = 0 for n ≥ ∆a + ∆b, and the
associativity relation (3.2) holds for N ≥ ∆a +∆c. This follows from the proof of
Proposition 3.1 and (1.8).
Question 3.13. Is it true that a weakly local subspace V of gℓf (U), containing IU ,
∂x-invariant and closed under all n-th products, is a strong field algebra? (See
Example 2.3.)
4. Conformal Algebras and Field Algebras
Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space and let Y be a state–field correspondence.
For a, b ∈ V , we define their λ-product by the formula
aλb = Resz e
λzY (a, z)b =
∑
n≥0
finite
λna(n)b/n! .
We also have the (−1)-st product on V , which we denote as
a.b = Resz z
−1Y (a, z)b = a(−1)b.
The vacuum axioms for Y imply:
|0〉.a = a = a.|0〉,(4.1)
while the translation invariance axiom shows that:
T (a.b) = (Ta).b+ a.(Tb)(4.2)
and
T (aλb) = (Ta)λb+ aλ(Tb), (Ta)λb = −λaλb(4.3)
for all a, b ∈ V .
Conversely, if we are given a linear operator T , a λ-product and a .-product on
V , satisfying the above properties (4.1)–(4.3), we can reconstruct the state–field
correspondence Y by the formulas:
Y (a, z)+b = (e
zTa).b, Y (a, z)−b = (a−∂zb)(z
−1),(4.4)
where Y (a, z) = Y (a, z)+ + Y (a, z)−. Notice that equations (4.1)–(4.3) imply
T |0〉 = 0 and |0〉λa = 0 = aλ|0〉 for a ∈ V (cf. Proposition 1.6).
A C[T ]-module V , equipped with a linear map V ⊗ V → C[λ]⊗ V , a⊗ b 7→ aλb,
satisfying (4.3) is called a (C[T ]-)conformal algebra (cf. [K, Sec. 2.7]). On the
other hand, with respect to the .-product, V is a (C[T ]-)differential algebra (i.e.,
an algebra with a derivation T ) with a unit |0〉.
We summarize the above discussion in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Giving a state–field correspondence on a pointed vector space (V, |0〉)
is equivalent to providing V with a structure of a C[T ]-conformal algebra and a
structure of a C[T ]-differential algebra with a unit |0〉.
Next, we translate the n-th product axioms in terms of the λ- and .-products.
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Lemma 4.2. Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space and let Y be a state–field corre-
spondence. Fix a, b, c ∈ V . Then the collection of n-th product identities (3.5) for
n ≥ 0 implies
(aλb)λ+µc = aλ(bµc)− bµ(aλc) ,(4.5)
aλ(b.c) = (aλb).c+ b.(aλc) +
∫ λ
0
(aλb)µc dµ .(4.6)
The (−1)-st product identity Y (a(−1)b, z)c =
(
Y (a, z)(−1)Y (b, z)
)
c implies
(a.b)λc = (e
T∂λa).(bλc) + (e
T∂λb).(aλc) +
∫ λ
0
bµ(aλ−µc)dµ ,(4.7)
(a.b).c− a.(b.c) =
(∫ T
0
dλa
)
.(bλc) +
(∫ T
0
dλ b
)
.(aλc) .(4.8)
Proof. The collection of n-th product identities (3.5) for n ≥ 0 is equivalent to:
Y (aλb, w)c = Resz e
λ(z−w)[Y (a, z), Y (b, w)] c = e−λw[aλ, Y (b, w)] c.(4.9)
Taking Resw e
(λ+µ)w, we obtain (4.5). Taking Resw w
−1, and using that e−λww−1 =
w−1 +
∫ −λ
0
eµwdµ, we get:
(aλb).c = aλ(b.c)− b.(aλc) +
∫ −λ
0
[aλ, bµ]c dµ .
This, together with (4.5), implies (4.6) (after the substitution µ′ = λ + µ in the
integral).
Due to (1.3) and (4.4), the (−1)-st product identity is equivalent to:
Y (a.b, z)c = (ezTa).(Y (b, z)c) + Y (b, z)(a−∂zc)(z
−1).
Taking Resz e
λz and using integration by parts, we get:
(a.b)λc = Resz(e
T∂λeλza).(Y (b, z)c) + Resz Y (b, z)(aλ−∂zc)(e
λzz−1)
= (eT∂λa).(bλc) + Resz Y (b, z)(aλ−∂zc)
(
z−1 +
∫ λ
0
eµzdµ
)
= (eT∂λa).(bλc) + Resz
(
e∂z∂λY (b, z)
)
(aλc)z
−1 +
∫ λ
0
Resz Y (b, z)(aλ−µc)e
µzdµ ,
which implies (4.7), using translation invariance.
On the other hand, taking Resz z
−1 of the (−1)-st product identity, we get:
(a.b).c = Resz z
−1
(
Y (a, z)+Y (b, z)+c+ Y (a, z)+Y (b, z)−c+ Y (b, z)+Y (a, z)−c
)
= a.(b.c) + Resz z
−1((ezT − 1)a).(Y (b, z)−c) + Resz z
−1((ezT − 1)b).(Y (a, z)−c)
= a.(b.c) + Resz
(∫ T
0
eλzdλa
)
.(Y (b, z)−c) + Resz
(∫ T
0
eλzdλ b
)
.(Y (a, z)−c) ,
which proves (4.8).
Remark 4.3. Equation (4.9) is equivalent to the commutator formula
[a(m), b(n)] c =
∞∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
(a(j)b)(m+n−j)c , m ∈ Z+, n ∈ Z .(4.10)
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Equation (4.5) is equivalent to the same formula for m,n ∈ Z+.
Identity (4.5) is called the (left) Jacobi identity (cf. [K, Sec. 2.7]). A conformal
algebra satisfying this identity for all a, b, c ∈ V is called a (left) Leibniz conformal
algebra. Equation (4.6) is known as the “non-commutative” Wick formula (cf. [K,
(3.3.12)]), while (4.8) is called the quasi-associativity formula (cf. [K, (4.8.5)]).
Notice that the right-hand side of (4.8) is symmetric with respect to a and b,
hence (4.8) implies
a.(b.c)− b.(a.c) = (a.b− b.a).c .(4.11)
An algebra satisfying (4.11) for all a, b, c ∈ V is called left-symmetric. For such an
algebra a.b− b.a is a Lie algebra bracket.
Theorem 4.4. Giving a strong field algebra structure on a pointed vector space
(V, |0〉) is the same as providing V with a structure of a Leibniz C[T ]-conformal
algebra and a structure of a C[T ]-differential algebra with a unit |0〉, satisfying
(4.6)–(4.8).
Proof. If (V, |0〉, Y ) is a strong field algebra, then by the above discussion we can
define a λ-product and a .-product on V satisfying all the requirements.
Conversely, given a λ-product and a .-product, we define a state–field corre-
spondence Y by (4.4). In the proof of Lemma 4.2, we have seen that equations
(4.5)–(4.8) are equivalent to the identities
Resz
(
Y (a(n)b, z)− Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z)
)
F = 0, a, b ∈ V, n ≥ −1, F = eλz or z−1.
Using the translation invariance of Y and integration by parts, we see that this
identity holds also with F replaced with ∂zF . Hence it holds for all F = z
k, k < 0.
For F = eλz, taking coefficients at powers of λ shows that it is satisfied also for
F = zk, k ≥ 0. This implies the n-th product axioms for n ≥ −1.
Replacing a with Ta and using translation invariance shows that, for n 6= 0,
the n-th product axiom implies the (n − 1)-st product axiom. Therefore, the n-th
product axioms hold for all n ∈ Z, and (V, |0〉, Y ) is a strong field algebra.
Corollary 4.5. Let (V, |0〉) be a pointed vector space, let Y be a state–field cor-
respondence, and define the λ-product and .-product on V as above. Let U be a
T -invariant subspace of V .
(a) If (4.5) and (4.6) hold for all a, b ∈ U , c ∈ V , then Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) =
Y (a(n)b, z) for all n ≥ 0, a, b ∈ U .
(b) If (4.7) and (4.8) hold for all a, b ∈ U , c ∈ V , then Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) =
Y (a(n)b, z) for all n < 0, a, b ∈ U .
5. Tensor Algebra over a Leibniz Conformal Algebra
In this section, we are going to use the notation of the previous one. Let R be
a Leibniz C[T ]-conformal algebra (see Section 4), and let V = T (R) =
⊕∞
m=0R
⊗m
be the tensor algebra over R (viewed as a vector space over C). We extend the
action of T on R to V so that it is a derivation of the tensor product. Let |0〉 be
the element 1 ∈ C ≡ R⊗0 ⊂ V .
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Theorem 5.1. There exists a unique structure of a field algebra on V = T (R)
such that the restriction of the λ-product to R × R coincides with the λ-product of
R, the restriction of the .-product to R × V coincides with the tensor product, and
the n-th product axioms (3.1) hold for a ∈ R, b ∈ V .
For a ∈ R, C ∈ V , we set a.C = a⊗ C. Next, we define aλC inductively using
the Wick formula (4.6) and starting from aλ|0〉 = 0:
aλ(c⊗ C) = (aλc)⊗ C + c⊗ (aλC) +
∫ λ
0
(aλc)µC dµ , a, c ∈ R, C ∈ V.(5.1)
Lemma 5.2. Formula (5.1) defines a representation of the Leibniz conformal al-
gebra R on V , whose restriction to R coincides with the adjoint representation.
Proof. For a, b ∈ R, C ∈ V , we have to check the translation invariance:
(Ta)λC = −λaλC, aλ(TC) = (λ+ T )(aλC),
and the Jacobi identity (cf. (4.5)):
(aλb)λ+µC = aλ(bµC)− bµ(aλC).
Note that these identities hold when C ∈ R by definition. Assuming that they hold
for a fixed C ∈ V and all a, b ∈ R, we are going to prove them for a, b, c ⊗ C for
any a, b, c ∈ R.
The translation invariance is immediate. The Jacobi identity reduces to checking
that ∫ λ+µ
0
(
(aλb)λ+µc
)
νC dν
=
∫ λ
0
(
aλ(bµc)
)
νC dν +
∫ λ
0
(aλc)ν(bµC) dν +
∫ µ
0
aλ
(
(bµc)νC
)
dν
−
∫ µ
0
(
bµ(aλc)
)
νC dν −
∫ µ
0
(bµc)ν(aλC) dν −
∫ λ
0
bµ
(
(aλc)νC
)
dν .
By Jacobi identity, the third and fifth terms in the right-hand side combine
to
∫ µ
0
(
aλ(bµc)
)
λ+νC dν =
∫ λ+µ
λ
(
aλ(bµc)
)
νC dν, which together with the first term
gives
∫ λ+µ
0
(
aλ(bµc)
)
νC dν. Similarly, the sum of the other three terms is
−
∫ λ+µ
0
(
bµ(aλc)
)
νC dν. Now the statement follows from the Jacobi identity for
a, b, c.
We have defined a λ-product aλC and a .-product a.C = a⊗C for a ∈ R, C ∈ V ,
satisfying the translation invariance, the Jacobi identity, and the Wick formula. By
the results of Section 4 (see Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.5), this gives a linear map
from R to gℓf (V ), a 7→ Y (a, z), such that [T, Y (a, z)] = Y (Ta, z) = ∂zY (a, z) and
Y (a, z)(n)Y (b, z) = Y (a(n)b, z) for all n ≥ 0, a, b ∈ R.
Next, we set Y (|0〉, z) = IV , and define fields Y (A, z) ∈ gℓf (V ) inductively by
the formula
Y (a⊗A, z) = :Y (a, z)Y (A, z) : for a ∈ R, A ∈ V .(5.2)
It is easy to check that Y is a state–field correspondence.
Lemma 5.3. We have Y (a(n)B, z) = Y (a, z)(n)Y (B, z) for all a ∈ R, B ∈ V ,
n ∈ Z. In particular, all pairs (Y (a, z), Y (B, z)) are weakly local for a ∈ R, B ∈ V .
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Proof. By definition, Y (a(−1)B, z) = Y (a⊗B, z) = :Y (a, z)Y (B, z) : , so the state-
ment holds for n = −1 and hence for all n < 0. Thus, it suffices to show that
Y (aλB, z) = [Y (a, z)λY (B, z)] = Resx e
λ(x−z)[Y (a, x), Y (B, z)], a ∈ R, B ∈ V.
We have already proved this when B ∈ R, while for B = |0〉 both sides are trivial.
Assuming the above identity is true for B ∈ V and all a ∈ R, consider it for
b⊗B where b ∈ R. Using this assumption and (5.1), we find:
Y
(
aλ(b ⊗B), z
)
=
[
Y (a, z)λY (b, z)
]
(−1)Y (B, z) + Y (b, z)(−1)
[
Y (a, z)λY (B, z)
]
+
∫ λ
0
[[
Y (a, z)λY (b, z)
]
µY (B, z)
]
dµ .
But the right-hand side is equal to [Y (a, z)λ(Y (b, z)(−1)Y (B, z))] by the Wick for-
mula for arbitrary fields [K, (3.3.12)]. This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.4. All pairs (Y (A, z), Y op(B, z)) are local for A,B ∈ V .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 3.2 that all pairs (Y (a, z), Y op(B, z))
are local for a ∈ R, B ∈ V . By induction, assume that (Y (A, z), Y op(B, z))
is local, and consider the pair (Y (a ⊗ A, z), Y op(B, z)) for a ∈ R. Recall that
by definition Y (a ⊗ A, z) = Y (a, z)(−1)Y (A, z). Since, by Lemma 5.3, the pair
(Y (a, z), Y (A, z)) is weakly local, we can apply Lemma 2.5a to conclude that the
pair (Y (a, z)(−1)Y (A, z), Y
op(B, z)) is local.
Now Theorem 3.7a and Lemma 5.4 imply that the so defined (V, |0〉, Y ) is a
field algebra. Uniqueness is clear by construction. This completes the proof of
Theorem 5.1.
The field algebra V = T (R) has the following universality property. Let W be a
strong field algebra and let f : R → W be a homomorphism of conformal algebras
(i.e., f(a(n)b) = f(a)(n)f(b) and f(Ta) = Tf(a) for all a, b ∈ R, n ∈ Z+). Then
there is a unique homomorphism of field algebras f˜ : V → W such that f = f˜ ◦ i,
where i is the embedding of R in V .
Remark 5.5. Although all pairs (Y (a, z), Y (B, z)) are weakly local for a ∈ R, B ∈ V
(see Lemma 5.3), in general (V, |0〉, Y ) is not a strong field algebra. This follows
from the results of Section 7.
Remark 5.6. A conformal algebra R is called graded if there is a diagonalizable
operator H ∈ EndR satisfying [H,T ] = T and (1.7) for n ∈ Z+ and homogeneous
a ∈ R. Then the tensor algebra T (R) over a Leibniz conformal algebra R is graded
if R is graded. Moreover, T (R) is Z+-graded if R is Z+-graded.
6. Field Algebras and Vertex Algebras
Recall that a vertex algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is a pointed vector space (V, |0〉) together
with a local state–field correspondence Y (see e.g. [K]). In particular, any vertex
algebra is a strong field algebra with Y = Y op (see Theorem 3.7).
Example 6.1. The state–field correspondence given by Example 1.2 is a vertex
algebra iff the algebra V is commutative and associative.
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Example 6.2. Let V be a subspace of gℓf (U) which contains IU , is ∂x-invariant
and is closed under all n-th products. Then the state–field correspondence defined
in Example 2.3 gives V a structure of a vertex algebra iff V is a local collection.
This follows from [K, Proposition 3.2].
Theorem 6.3. A vertex algebra is the same as a field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) for which
Y = Y op.
Proof. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a field algebra with Y = Y op. Recall that (see Proposi-
tion 3.1) the associativity relation (3.2) is equivalent to:
(z − w)N [Y (a, z), Y op(c, w)] b = 0.
By Lemma 2.8, this relation also holds after replacing b with Tb. Replacing b with
euT b in (3.2) and using Proposition 1.7b, we get:
(z − w)N iz,uiw,uY (Y (a, z − u)b, u− w)c
= (z − w)N iz,wiw,uY (a, z − w)Y (b, u− w)c .
(6.1)
There exists P ∈ Z+ such that b(k)c = 0 for k ≥ P . Hence the right-hand side of
(6.1) multiplied by (u−w)P contains only non-negative powers of u−w, hence only
non-negative powers of w. Therefore, multiplying (6.1) by (u − w)P and putting
w = 0 gives:
Y (a, z)Y (b, u)c
= z−Nu−P (z − w)N (u− w)P iz,uiw,uY (Y (a, z − u)b, u− w)c
∣∣
w=0
.
(6.2)
Using again Proposition 1.7b and Y = Y op, we compute:
iz,uY (a, z − u)b = Y (e
−uTa, z)b = ezTY (b,−z)e−uTa = iz,ue
(z−u)TY (b, u− z)a .
Therefore,
iz,uiw,uY (Y (a, z − u)b, u− w) = iz,uiw,zY (Y (b, u− z)a, z − w) .(6.3)
We may take N = P ≫ 0 in (6.2). Comparing (6.2) and (6.3), we see that
Y (b, u)Y (a, z)c is given by the right-hand side of (6.2) where iz,u is replaced with
iu,z. Hence, if K ∈ Z+ is such that a(k)b = 0 for k ≥ K, we have
(z − u)KY (a, z)Y (b, u)c = (z − u)KY (b, u)Y (a, z)c ,
which is locality of Y (a, z) and Y (b, z). This proves that (V, |0〉, Y ) is a vertex
algebra.
Corollary 6.4. A state–field correspondence is local iff it is local on every vector.
Remark 6.5. It follows from (6.2), (6.3) that for N ≫ 0 and any n ∈ Z:
Y (a, z)Y (b, u) iz,u(z − u)
n − Y (b, u)Y (a, z) iu,z(z − u)
n
= z−Nu−N(z − w)N (u− w)N iw,u(iz,u − iu,z)(z − u)
n
× Y (Y (a, z − u)b, u− w)c
∣∣
w=0
.
(6.4)
Using (1.2), we find
(iz,u − iu,z)(z − u)
n Y (a, z − u)b =
∞∑
m=0
(a(m+n)b) ∂
m
u δ(z − u)/m! .
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Note that this sum is finite, because a(m)b = 0 for m ≫ 0. Therefore, for large
enough N , we can put w = 0 in (6.4), and obtain:
Y (a, z)Y (b, u) iz,u(z − u)
n − Y (b, u)Y (a, z) iu,z(z − u)
n
=
∞∑
m=0
Y (a(m+n)b, u) ∂
m
u δ(z − u)/m! .
(6.5)
The collection of these identities for n ∈ Z is equivalent to the Borcherds identity
[K, (4.8.1)]. In particular, taking Resz of both sides of (6.5), we obtain the n-th
product identity (3.1).
Remark 6.6. Note that formula (6.1) holds for any field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ). Let
K ∈ Z+ be such that a(k)b = 0 for k ≥ K. After multiplication by (z − u)
K ,
the left-hand side of (6.1) contains only non-negative powers of z − u, hence only
non-negative powers of z. Putting z = 0 and replacing u with −u, we obtain:
iw,uY (Y (a, u)b,−u− w)c
= (−w)−Nu−K(z − w)N (z + u)Kiz,wiw,uY (a, z − w)Y (b,−u− w)c
∣∣
z=0
.
Since in both sides −u−w is expanded in non-negative powers of u, we can replace
w with −u− w and use Taylor’s formula to get:
Y (Y (a, u)b, w)c
= iz,u+wiw,u(u + w)
−Nu−K(z + u+ w)N (z + u)K
× Y (a, z + (u+ w))Y (b, w)c
∣∣
z=0
.
(6.6)
Remark 6.7. Let V be a field algebra. Given a, b ∈ V , denote by ab the C-span of
all elements a(n)b (n ∈ Z). More generally, if A and B are two subspaces of V , we
define AB as the C-span of all elements a(n)b (n ∈ Z, a ∈ A, b ∈ B). Formulas
(6.2) and (6.6) imply associativity of this product:
(ab)c = a(bc) , a, b, c ∈ V .(6.7)
This property allows one to apply many arguments of the theory of associative
algebras to field algebras. Notice that (6.7) holds also for a, b ∈ V and c ∈ M ,
where M is a module over the field algebra V (see Definition 8.1 below).
Remark 6.8. Letting a • b = C[T ](ab), we still have associativity of the product •
for an arbitrary field algebra V . In addition, |0〉 • a = a • |0〉 = C[T ]a for all a ∈ V .
If V is a vertex algebra, the product • is also commutative. These remarks allow
one to use arguments of commutative algebra to study vertex algebras (this will be
pursued in a future publication).
For the opposite state–field correspondence Y op, we can consider
aopλ b = Resz e
λzY op(a, z)b, aop. b = Resz z
−1Y op(a, z)b,
and express these operations in terms of the λ-product and .-product defined for
Y . We have:
aopλ b = Resz e
λzezTY (b,−z)a = −Resz e
−(λ+T )zY (b, z)a = −b−λ−Ta,(6.8)
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and, using z−1ezT = z−1 −
∫ −T
0
e−λz dλ ,
aop. b = Resz z
−1ezTY (b,−z)a = b.a+
∫ −T
0
bλa dλ .(6.9)
If (V, |0〉, Y ) is a vertex algebra, then the λ-product satisfies the skewsymmetry
relation aλb = −b−λ−Ta for a, b ∈ V . A conformal algebra satisfying the Ja-
cobi identity and the skewsymmetry relation is called a Lie conformal algebra [K,
Sec. 2.7].
Theorem 6.9. Giving a vertex algebra structure on a pointed vector space (V, |0〉)
is the same as providing V with the structures of a Lie C[T ]-conformal algebra and
a left-symmetric C[T ]-differential algebra with a unit |0〉 (see (4.11)), satisfying the
Wick formula (4.6) and
a.b− b.a =
∫ 0
−T
aλb dλ , a, b ∈ V.(6.10)
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, these data define a state–field correspondence Y . By (6.8)
and (6.9), we have Y = Y op; therefore, we only need to prove that V is a field
algebra (see Theorem 6.3). Due to Theorem 4.4, it remains to show that (4.7) and
(4.8) follow from equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.11), (6.10) and the skewsymmetry of the
λ-product.
First, using (6.10), rewrite the Wick formula (4.6) as
aλ(b.c) = c.(aλb) + b.(aλc) +
∫ λ
−T
(aλb)µc dµ .
Then replace λ with −λ in this equation and apply eT∂λ to both sides. Using
Taylor’s formula and the fact that T is a derivation, we obtain:
a−λ−T (b.c) = (e
T∂λc).(a−λ−T b) + (e
T∂λb).(a−λ−T c) +
∫ −λ−T
−T
eT∂λ
(
(a−λb)µc
)
dµ .
Using (4.3) and the skewsymmetry of the λ-product, the last term can be rewritten
as follows:∫ −λ−T
−T
eT∂λ
(
(a−λb)µc
)
dµ = −
∫ −λ−T
−T
eT∂λ
(
c−µ−T (a−λb)
)
dµ
=
∫ λ
0
eT∂λ
(
cµ(a−λb)
)
dµ =
∫ λ
0
cµ(a−λ+µ−T b) dµ .
Applying the skewsymmetry relation again, we obtain (4.7).
In order to prove (4.8), we manipulate its left-hand side using twice (6.10):
(a.b).c− a.(b.c) = c.(a.b)− a.(c.b) +
∫ 0
−T
dλ (a.b)λc− a.
(∫ 0
−T
dλ bλc
)
.
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Due to (4.11) and (6.10), the first two terms in the right-hand side of this equation
give:
c.(a.b)− a.(c.b) = −(a.c− c.a).b = −
(∫ 0
−T
dλaλc
)
.b
= −b.
(∫ 0
−T
dλaλc
)
+
∫ 0
−T
dµ bµ
(∫ 0
−T
dλaλc
)
.
The double integral is equal to:∫ 0
−T
dµ bµ
(∫ 0
−T
dλaλc
)
=
∫ 0
−T
dµ
∫ 0
−T−µ
dλ bµ(aλc)
=
∫ 0
−T
dµ
∫ µ
−T
dλ bµ(aλ−µc) =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
∫ 0
λ
dµ bµ(aλ−µc).
(6.11)
Therefore, applying (4.7), which we already proved, we obtain:
(a.b).c− a.(b.c) =
∫ 0
−T
dλ (eT∂λa).(bλc)− a.
(∫ 0
−T
dλ bλc
)
+
∫ 0
−T
dλ (eT∂λb).(aλc)− b.
(∫ 0
−T
dλaλc
)
.
From here, it is easy to deduce (4.8).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proposition 6.10. If R is a Leibniz C[T ]-conformal algebra with a λ-product aλb,
then the bracket
[a, b] =
∫ 0
−T
aλb dλ , a, b ∈ R(6.12)
defines the structure of a Leibniz C[T ]-differential algebra on R. If R is a Lie
conformal algebra, then this is a Lie bracket.
Proof. It is clear that T is a derivation of the bracket (6.12), because it is a deriva-
tion of the λ-product aλb. From relation (6.11), we have:
[b, [a, c]] =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
∫ 0
λ
dµ bµ(aλ−µc) =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
∫ 0
λ
dµ bλ−µ(aµc) ,
and similarly,
[a, [b, c]] =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
∫ 0
λ
dµaµ(bλ−µc) .
On the other hand,
[[a, b], c] =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
(∫ 0
−T
dµaµb
)
λc =
∫ 0
−T
dλ
∫ 0
λ
dµ (aµb)λc .
Therefore, the Jacobi identity for the bracket (6.12) follows from the Jacobi identity
(4.5) for the λ-product. Finally, it is easy to see that [a, b] = −[b, a] if aλb =
−b−λ−Ta.
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Remark 6.11. Let R be a Lie C[T ]-conformal algebra with a λ-product aλb =∑
m≥0 λ
m a(m)b/m! . To it one can associate a Lie algebra LieR as follows (see
[K, Sec. 2.7]). As a vector space, LieR = R[t, t−1]/(T + ∂t)R[t, t
−1]. The Lie
bracket in LieR is given by the formula (cf. (4.10)):
[a[m], b[n]] =
∞∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
(a(j)b)[m+n−j] , a, b ∈ R , m, n ∈ Z ,
where a[m] is the image of at
m in LieR. Note that T acts on LieR as a derivation:
T (a[m]) = −ma[m−1].
Let (LieR)− (respectively, (LieR)+) be the C-span of all a[m] for a ∈ R, m ≥ 0
(respectively, m < 0). These are subalgebras of LieR. Let RLie be R considered
as a Lie algebra with respect to the bracket (6.12). Then the map a 7→ a[−1] is an
isomorphism of C[T ]-differential Lie algebras RLie
∼
♯−→(LieR)+.
Theorem 6.12. Let R be a Lie C[T ]-conformal algebra with a λ-product aλb. Let
RLie be R considered as a Lie algebra with respect to the bracket (6.12), and let V =
U(RLie) be its universal enveloping algebra. Then there exists a unique structure
of a vertex algebra on V such that the restriction of the λ-product to RLie × RLie
coincides with the λ-product of R and the restriction of the .-product to RLie × V
coincides with the product in U(RLie).
Proof. We have RLie ≃ (LieR)+ (see Remark 6.11). By construction,
V ≃ U((LieR)+) ≃ Ind
LieR
(LieR)
−
C
(where (LieR)− acts trivially on C) coincides with the universal vertex algebra
associated to LieR (see [K, Sec. 4.7]).
The vertex algebra V from Theorem 6.12 has the following universality prop-
erty. Let W be another vertex algebra and let f : R → W be a homomorphism of
conformal algebras (i.e., f(a(n)b) = f(a)(n)f(b) and f(Ta) = Tf(a) for all a, b ∈ R,
n ∈ Z+). Then there is a unique homomorphism of vertex algebras f˜ : V → W
such that f = f˜ ◦ i, where i is the embedding of R in V . For this reason, V is called
the universal vertex algebra associated to R and is denoted by U(R).
Remark 6.13. U(R) is the quotient of the field algebra T (R), constructed in Sec-
tion 5, by the two-sided ideal generated by a⊗ b− b⊗ a−
∫ 0
−T
aλb dλ (a, b ∈ R). A
different proof of Theorem 6.12 was given in [GMS].
7. Strong Field Algebras and Vertex Algebras
Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a strong field algebra. We are going to use the λ-product and
.-product on V defined in Section 4.
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Fix four elements a, a′, b, c ∈ V . Using formulas (4.6), (4.7), it is straightforward
to compute:
(a.a′)λ(bµc) = (e
T∂λa).(a′λ(bµc)) + (e
T∂λa′).(aλ(bµc)) +
∫ λ
0
dν a′ν(aλ−ν(bµc)) ,
bµ((a.a
′)λc) = (e
T∂λa).(bµ(a
′
λc)) + (e
T∂λ(bµa)).(a
′
λ+µc)
+
∫ µ
0
dν (bµa)ν(a
′
λ+µ−νc) + (a↔ a
′) +
∫ λ
0
dν bµ(a
′
ν(aλ−νc)) ,
and
((a.a′)λb)λ+µc = (e
T∂λa).((a′λb)λ+µc) + (e
T∂λ(a′−µ−T b)).(aλ+µc)
+
∫ λ+µ
0
dν (a′ν−µb)ν(aλ+µ−νc) + (a↔ a
′) +
∫ λ
0
dν (a′ν(aλ−νb))λ+µc ,
where (a↔ a′) denotes the sum of the first three terms with a and a′ interchanged.
Using Jacobi identity (4.5) for elements of the form u, u(m)v for u, v ∈ {a, a
′, b, c},
m ∈ Z+, after a long calculation one obtains:
((a.a′)λb)λ+µc− (a.a
′)λ(bµc) + bµ((a.a
′)λc)
= (eT∂λ(a−µ−T b+ bµa)).(a
′
λ+µc) + (a↔ a
′) .
(7.1)
This implies the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Let V be a vector space equipped with a structure of a C[T ]-conformal
algebra and a structure of a C[T ]-differential algebra. Let a, a′, b, c ∈ V , and as-
sume that formulas (4.5)–(4.7) hold for all elements of the form u, u(m)v (u, v ∈
{a, a′, b, c}, m ∈ Z+). Then Jacobi identity (4.5) holds for the triple (a.a
′, b, c) if
and only if
(a−µ−T b + bµa).(a
′
λc) + (a↔ a
′) = 0 .(7.2)
Proof. By the above calculation, Jacobi identity for (a.a′, b, c) is equivalent to the
vanishing of the right-hand side of (7.1). Applying to it e−T∂λ and using Taylor’s
formula, we obtain:
(a−µ−T b+ bµa)).(a
′
λ+µ−T c) + (a↔ a
′) = 0 ,
which is equivalent to (7.2).
Applying first (4.7) and then (4.6), we find:
(a.a′)λ(b.c) = (e
T∂λa).
(
(a′λb).c+ b.(a
′
λc) +
∫ λ
0
dµ (a′λb)µc
)
+
∫ λ
0
dµ (aµb).(a
′
λ−µc)
+ (a↔ a′) +
∫ λ
0
dµ
{
(a′µ(aλ−µb)).c+ b.(a
′
µ(aλ−µc))
}
+
∫ λ
0
dµ
∫ µ
0
dν
{
(a′µ(aλ−µb))νc+ (a
′
µb)ν(aλ−µc)
}
+
∫ λ
0
dµ
∫ λ−µ
0
dν a′µ((aλ−µb)νc) ,
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where (a↔ a′) denotes the sum of the first two terms with a and a′ interchanged.
We also have:
((a.a′)λb).c =
(
(eT∂λa).(a′λb) + (e
T∂λa′).(aλb) +
∫ λ
0
dµa′µ(aλ−µb)
)
.c
and
b.((a.a′)λc) = b.
(
(eT∂λa).(a′λc) + (e
T∂λa′).(aλc) +
∫ λ
0
dµa′µ(aλ−µc)
)
.
Using Jacobi identity (4.5) and quasi-associativity (4.8) for elements of the form
T nu, u(m)v for u, v ∈ {a, a
′, b, c}, m,n ∈ Z+, after a long calculation one can show
that:
(a.a′)λ(b.c)− ((a.a
′)λb).c− b.((a.a
′)λc)−
∫ λ
0
dµ ((a.a′)λb)µc
=
(
(eT∂λa).b − b.(eT∂λa)−
∫ 0
−T
dµ (eT∂λa)µb
)
.(a′λc) + (a↔ a
′) .
(7.3)
This implies:
Lemma 7.2. Let V be a vector space equipped with a structure of a C[T ]-conformal
algebra and a structure of a C[T ]-differential algebra. Let a, a′, b, c ∈ V , and assume
that formulas (4.5)–(4.8) hold for all elements of the form T nu, u(m)v (u, v ∈
{a, a′, b, c}, m,n ∈ Z+). Then the Wick formula (4.6) holds for (a.a
′, b, c) if and
only if (
a.b− b.a−
∫ 0
−T
dµaµb
)
.(a′λc) + (a↔ a
′) = 0 .(7.4)
Proof. By the above calculation, Wick formula for (a.a′, b, c) is equivalent to the
vanishing of the right-hand side of (7.3). Note that (4.6) holds for (a, b, c) if and
only if it holds for (Ta, b, c). Replacing in (7.3) a and a′ by e−T∂λa and e−T∂λa′,
respectively, we obtain (7.4).
The above two lemmas, together with Theorem 4.4 and relations (6.8), (6.9),
immediately imply the following:
Corollary 7.3. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a strong field algebra. Then all a, a′, b, c ∈ V
satisfy (
Y (a, z)b− Y op(a, z)b
)
.(a′λc) + (a↔ a
′) = 0 .(7.5)
From this, we deduce the following surprising result.
Theorem 7.4. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a strong field algebra such that |0〉 = a(n)c for
some a, c ∈ V , n ∈ Z+. Then V is a vertex algebra.
In particular, if V contains a Virasoro element, i.e., an element ℓ such that
ℓλℓ = (T + 2λ)ℓ+ αλ
3|0〉, with α ∈ C \ {0}, then V is a vertex algebra.
Proof. Taking a = a′ and coefficient in front of λn in (7.5), we obtain (Y (a, z)b −
Y op(a, z)b).|0〉 = 0, hence Y (a, z) = Y op(a, z). Then (7.5) implies Y (a′, z) =
Y op(a′, z) for all a′ ∈ V . By Theorem 6.3, V is a vertex algebra.
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8. Modules over Field Algebras
Definition 8.1. A module over a field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is a vector space M
equipped with an operator TM ∈ EndM and a linear map
V → gℓf (M), a 7→ YM (a, z) =
∑
n∈Z
aM(n)z
−n−1,
satisfying:
(vacuum axiom) YM (|0〉, z) = IM ,
(translation invariance) [TM , YM (a, z)] = ∂zY
M (a, z),
(associativity axiom) (z − w)NYM (Y (a, z)b,−w)v
= (z − w)N iz,wY
M (a, z − w)Y M (b,−w)v
for a, b ∈ V , v ∈M , N ≫ 0.
When (V, |0〉, Y ) is a strong field algebra, in the above definition we replace the
associativity axiom with the following
(n-th product axiom) YM (a(n)b, z) = Y
M (a, z)(n)Y
M (b, z), n ∈ Z.
Remark 8.2. What we introduced in Definition 8.1 are left modules over a field
algebra. We can define a right module over a field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) as a left
module over the opposite field algebra (V, |0〉, Y op). Any field algebra is both a left
and a right module over itself.
Note that, as in Proposition 3.1, the n-th product axiom implies the associativity
axiom. Taking b = |0〉 in the associativity axiom and using Proposition 1.7b, we
deduce
YM (Ta, z) = ∂zY
M (a, z) .(8.1)
Remark 8.3. Let (V, |0〉, Y ) be a vertex algebra, and letM be a module over V con-
sidered as a field algebra. Then as in Section 6 one can show that (see Remark 6.5):
YM (a, z)YM (b, u) iz,u(z − u)
n − YM (b, u)YM (a, z) iu,z(z − u)
n
=
∞∑
m=0
YM (a(m+n)b, u) ∂
m
u δ(z − u)/m! , a, b ∈ V, n ∈ Z .
(8.2)
Therefore, M is also a module over V considered as a vertex algebra.
Let M be a module over a field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ). Using (8.1), the same argu-
ment as in Section 6 gives the following generalization of formula (6.2):
YM (a, z)YM (b, u)v
= z−Nu−P (z − w)N (u− w)P iz,uiw,uY
M (Y (a, z − u)b, u− w)v
∣∣
w=0
,
(8.3)
where N ∈ Z+ is from the associativity axiom and P ∈ Z+ is such that b(k)v = 0
for k ≥ P .
Formula (8.3) implies immediately the following lemma.
Lemma 8.4. Let M be a module over a field algebra V and let A be the associative
subalgebra of EndCM generated by all endomorphisms a
M
(n) (a ∈ V, n ∈ Z). Then
for any α ∈ A, v ∈M , αv is a C-linear combination of aM(n)v.
This lemma along with Jacobson’s density theorem (see e.g. [L]) implies:
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Theorem 8.5 (Density theorem). Let M be a semisimple module over a field al-
gebra V (i.e., M is a direct sum of irreducible V -modules), let K = EndV M ,
f ∈ EndK M and let U be a finite-dimensional (over C) subspace of M . Then there
exists a finite set of elements {ai}i∈I of V and a set of integers {ni}i∈I such that∑
i
aiM(ni)|U = f |U .
In particular, if M is an irreducible countable-dimensional V -module, then the con-
clusion of the theorem holds for any f ∈ EndCM .
Likewise, the proof of Theorem 1.1 from [KR] adapted to the field algebra frame-
work (by making use of Theorem 8.5 in place of Jacobson’s density theorem) gives
the field algebra analogue of that theorem:
Theorem 8.6 (Duality theorem). Let V be a field algebra and let M be an irre-
ducible V -module. Let G be a group and suppose one has an action of G on V
by automorphisms and a representation of G in M such that the following three
properties hold:
(compatibility) g(a(n)v) = (ga)(n)(gv), for g ∈ G, a ∈ V , v ∈M , n ∈ Z;
(semisimplicity of G on V ) V is a direct sum of irreducible G-modules;
(semisimplicity of G on M) M is a direct sum of at most countable number
of finite-dimensional irreducible G-modules.
Then each non-zero isotypic component Mpi (where π is a finite-dimensional
irreducible G-module) is irreducible with respect to the pair (V G, G) (where V G is
the fixed point subalgebra of the field algebra V ).
Remark 8.7. It was stated in [KT] that the proof of Theorem 1.1 from [KR] can
be adapted to give Theorem 8.6 for vertex algebras. A proof in the case of graded
vertex algebras with the use of Zhu’s algebra was given in [DLM, DY].
Consider again formula (8.3), where N ∈ Z+ is from the associativity axiom and
P ∈ Z+ is such that b(k)v = 0 for k ≥ P . Taking Resu u
P−1, we obtain:
YM (a, z)(bM(P−1)v) =
N∑
i=0
(
N
i
)
z−i(−w)P+i YM (Y (a, z)b,−w)v
∣∣
w=0
,(8.4)
which implies
aM(n)(b
M
(P−1)v) =
N∑
i=0
(
N
i
)
(a(n−i)b)
M
(P+i−1)v , n ∈ Z .(8.5)
Since the right-hand side of (8.4) contains only non-negative powers of w, we have:
0 =
N∑
i=0
(
N
i
)
(a(n−i)b)
M
(P+i)v , n ∈ Z .(8.6)
Definition 8.8. A moduleM over a graded field algebra (V, |0〉, Y ) is called graded
if there is a diagonalizable operator HM ∈ EndM satisfying (cf. (1.6))
[HM , YM (a, z)] = YM (Ha, z) + z∂zY
M (a, z) , a ∈ V .(8.7)
It is called Z+-graded if all eigenvalues of H
M are non-negative integers.
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From now until the end of the section, (V, |0〉, Y ) will be a Z+-graded field
algebra and M will be a Z+-graded module over it. Then M =
⊕
k∈Z+
Mk, where
Mk = {v ∈M | H
Mv = kv} (so Mk = 0 for k 6∈ Z+). By (1.10), we have:
aMn Mk ⊂Mk−n , a ∈ V, n, k ∈ Z+ ,
where aMn is defined similarly to (1.9). In particular,
aM0 v ∈M0, a
M
n v = 0 for all a ∈ V , v ∈M0, n > 0.
For a homogeneous a ∈ V , b ∈ V , and r ∈ Z, let us define
a ∗r b = Resz z
r(z + 1)∆a Y (a, z)b =
∆a∑
i=0
(
∆a
i
)
a(r+i)b ,(8.8)
and extend it to a bilinear product on V . For r = −1, this coincides with Zhu’s
∗-product, and for r = −2 with Zhu’s ◦-product [Z]. We will also denote ∗−1 as ∗
for short. Using [H,T ] = T , it is easy to see that
((T +H)a) ∗r b = −r a ∗r−1 b− (r + 1) a ∗r b , a, b ∈ V, r ∈ Z .(8.9)
In particular, a ∗−2 b = ((T +H)a) ∗ b.
Proposition 8.9. Assume that the elements a, b ∈ V , v ∈ M0 satisfy the associa-
tivity relation from Definition 8.1 with N = ∆a. Then:
aM0 (b
M
0 v) = (a ∗ b)
M
0 v ,(8.10)
0 = (a ∗r b)
M
0 v for r ≤ −2 .(8.11)
Proof. Equation (8.10) follows immediately from (1.8), (1.9) and (8.5) for n =
∆a−1, N = ∆a, P = ∆b. Equation (8.11) follows from (8.9), (8.10) and (1.11).
It follows from Remark 3.12 that the assumption of Proposition 8.9 is satisfied
when V is a Z+-graded strong field algebra and M is a Z+-graded module over it.
Proposition 8.10. If V is a Z+-graded strong field algebra, the space V ∗−2 V =
span{a ∗−2 b | a, b ∈ V } is a two-sided ideal with respect to the ∗-product, and the
∗-product becomes associative on the quotient.
The associative algebra Zh(V ) = V/(V ∗−2 V ) is called the Zhu algebra of V
(see [Z]). Then, by Proposition 8.9, M0 is a module over Zh(V ).
Proof of Proposition 8.10. First of all, notice that by (8.9)
a ∗r b ∈ V ∗−2 V for all r ≤ −2 and a, b ∈ V .(8.12)
We are going to show that for any a, b, c ∈ V
(a ∗r b) ∗s c ≡ a ∗r (b ∗s c) mod V ∗−2 V for r, s ≤ −1.(8.13)
We may assume that a and b are homogeneous. Then, using (1.8), we find:
(a ∗r b) ∗s c =
∆a∑
i=0
(
∆a
i
)
Resu u
s(u+ 1)∆a+∆b−r−i−1 Y (a(r+i)b, u)c
= Resz Resu z
rus(u + 1)∆b−r−1(z + u+ 1)∆a Y (Y (a, z)b, u)c .
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Now we use (3.4) with w = −u. Making the change of variables x = z + u, we
obtain for any b′ ∈ V :
Reszz
r(z + u+ 1)∆a iz,u Y (a, z + u)b
′ = Resx ix,u(x− u)
r(x+ 1)∆a Y (a, x)b′
=
∞∑
k=0
(
r
k
)
(−u)k a ∗r−k b
′ ≡ a ∗r b
′ mod V ∗−2 V for r ≤ −1.
Therefore, the first term in the right-hand side of (3.4) gives a ∗r (b ∗s c) modulo
V ∗−2V . The contribution of the second term is zero, because for r ≤ −1 and j ≥ 0
Resz z
r(z + u+ 1)∆a ∂juδ(z − (−u)) ∈ u
r
C[u−1] .
This completes the proof of (8.13), and hence of the proposition.
A large part of Zhu’s theory can be generalized from vertex algebras to the case
of strong field algebras. For example, we have the following result (cf. [Z]).
Proposition 8.11. If V is a Z+-graded strong field algebra, the functor M 7→M0
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible Z+-graded V -modules
and irreducible Zh(V )-modules.
However, because of Theorem 7.4, the case of strong field algebras is not much
different than the case of vertex algebras. Some of the results hold in the more
interesting case of field algebras (see e.g. (8.5), (8.6)), but we do not know whether
V ∗−2 V is an ideal or V/(V ∗−2 V ) is associative in such generality.
Example 8.12. Let V be the tensor product of a Z+-graded strong field algebra
V ′ and a unital algebra A (see Example 1.4). Then, although V is not a strong
field algebra, Propositions 8.9–8.11 hold for V . One has: Zh(V ) ≃ Zh(V ′)⊗A.
Example 8.13. Similarly, let V = V ′ ♯Γ be the smash product of a Z+-graded
strong field algebra V ′ and a group Γ of its automorphisms (see Example 1.5).
Then Propositions 8.9–8.11 hold for V . Note that the action of Γ on V ′ induces an
action on its Zhu algebra Zh(V ′). One has: Zh(V ) ≃ Zh(V ′) ♯Γ.
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